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A GENERATING TREE APPROACH TO
k-NONNESTING PARTITIONS AND PERMUTATIONS
SOPHIE BURRILL, SERGI ELIZALDE, MARNI MISHNA, AND LILY YEN
Abstract. We describe a generating tree approach to the enumeration and exhaustive generation of k-
nonnesting set partitions and permutations. Unlike previous work in the literature using the connections of
these objects to Young tableaux and restricted lattice walks, our approach deals directly with partition and
permutation diagrams. We provide explicit functional equations for the generating functions, with k as a
parameter.
1. Introduction
An arc diagram representation of a combinatorial class is useful for highlighting the presence of certain
kinds of patterns. It is a graphical representation with labelled vertices, ordered along a row. Different
classes impose different restrictions on the allowable edges and the vertex degrees. Some examples include
matchings, set partitions, permutations, and tangled diagrams, which model RNA secondary structures [12,
8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 22]. This representation can facilitate random generation, enumeration, and the analysis
of two key pattern families, nestings and crossings.
Two arcs (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) nest if i1 < i2 < j2 < j1. These two arcs cross if i1 < i2 < j1 < j2. Many
authors are interested in the total number of crossings, and the case of exactly zero crossings seems to be
particularly compelling, across various structures, as we describe in a moment. A stronger notion is that of
k-nesting pattern. A set of k arcs forms a k-nesting if each of the
(
k
2
)
pairs of arcs nest. The definition of
k-crossing is analogous. Figure 1 illustrates a 3-nesting and a 3-crossing. This notion is slightly modified in
the case of permutations, as is described in Section 5. A diagram is said to be k-nonnesting if it does not
contain a k-nesting pattern. Again, we define a k-noncrossing diagram analogously.
Figure 1. A 3-nesting and a 3-crossing.
1.1. Set partitions. The arc diagram approach to the study of set partitions in combinatorics was originally
dominated by the study of noncrossing diagrams [17, 29, 23], but the very novel, and extremely robust
bijection of Chen, Deng, Du, Stanley and Yan [10] between matchings with maximum nesting size k to
matchings with maximum crossing size k led to a very rich area of study. The authors adapt the bijection to
handle set partitions in the same article, and later authors adapted the argument to graphs and permutations.
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The heart of the argument maps the objects to a sequence of Young tableaux, and the bijection is achieved
by taking the transpose of the tableaux.
From the enumerative point of view, results have been far less forthcoming. The enumeration of k-nonnesting
matchings was completed by Chen et al. in their master work by using a bijection to collections of non-
crossing Dyck paths whose enumeration was known. Consequently, the results are elegant. Also, the class of
2-noncrossing (or simply noncrossing) partitions is counted by Catalan numbers, and so one could hope for a
similarly beautiful enumeration scheme. So far, only exact formulas exist for 3-noncrossing set partitions, and
beyond that, a far more complicated structure is conjectured. Specifically, Bousquet-Me´lou and Xin [4] did a
complete functional equation analysis, and determined explicit exact and asymptotic enumeration formulas.
Although their functional equations can be adapted to enumerate set partitions with higher noncrossing
numbers, they conjecture that the structure of the generating function becomes more complicated.
Conjecture 1.1 (Bousquet-Me´lou,Xin 2005 [4]). For every k > 3, the generating function of k-noncrossing
set partitions is not D-finite.
Mishna and Yen [26] determined functional equations for k-nonnesting set partitions, and described a
process for isolating coefficients, giving additional evidence for Conjecture 1.1.
A more recent development considers set partitions where the maximum nesting size and the maximum
crossing size are controlled simultaneously. The resulting generating functions are rational [25], and (in
theory) can be determined explicitly. They can be summed together for a different picture of generating
functions for k-nonnesting partitions.
1.2. Permutations. The arc diagram is a convenient way to view permutations, as it simultaneously high-
lights both the cycle structure, and the line notation structure. Corteel [14] used arc diagrams to directly
connect various permutation statistics, such as exceedences and permutation patterns to occurrences of nest-
ings and crossings. Burill, Mishna and Post [8] extended this definition, and directly adapted the results of
Chen et al. to prove that k-nonnesting permutations are in bijection with k-noncrossing permutations. They
computed enumerative data by brute force, by finding the nesting and crossing numbers of each permutation.
Consequently, the data is restricted to small sizes only. The generating function for permutations in which
both the maximum nesting and maximum crossing numbers are controlled is rational [31], similarly to the
case of set partitions.
Extending the view of Corteel, we note that k-nestings indicate decreasing subsequences, and indeed some
of our techniques here echo studies of longest decreasing subsequences in permutations, especially the recent
work of Bousquet-Me´lou [3].
1.3. Other classes. Other classes have been enumerated, notably tangled diagrams [13] and RNA pseudo-
knots [24, 28], using techniques related to those used for the enumeration of matchings.
1.4. Generating trees. Generating trees are a classic combinatorial tool, introduced by West [30] in the
study of pattern-avoiding permutations. Matchings, set partitions, and permutations can all be described and
generated using generating trees, and the constructions translate directly to generating function equations.
In this strategy, each object in the class is assigned a label (usually a natural combinatorial parameter),
and succession rules are given using a finite description process. The class is then generated from some
root, to which succession rules are iteratively applied. The point of view we take here is best described
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in [1], although other examples of systems, such as the ECO method [6] are related. Our work most closely
resembles the recent generating tree approach of Bousquet-Me´lou [3] mentioned just above, as we use vectors
as labels, and the length of the vector comes directly from our parameter of interest, the nesting number.
In order to translate a generating tree into generating function equations, we demonstrate the following:
(1) the generating tree construction generates each object uniquely;
(2) each object π is given a label ℓ(π);
(3) the labels of the children of π are completely determined by the label ℓ(π).
Perhaps surprisingly, we are able to do this in all of the structures that we consider in this paper.
1.5. Main results. Our main contribution is a generating tree description of k-nonnesting set partitions
and k-nonnesting permutations, for arbitrary k. Unlike previous enumerative analyses of these objects, we
do not make use of bijections with Young tableaux nor lattice paths. Our construction leads to a functional
equation for the generating function which we use to generate terms in the series. We describe generic
functional equations in a number of variables which grows with k. Thus far we have been unable to solve
these functional equations as our attempts to apply kernel methods have been obstructed by the lack of
symmetry in our description.
The key innovation in this study is a new class of structures that are essentially arc diagrams “under
construction,” which we call open arc diagrams. These are arc diagrams in which we allow semi-arcs with
a single endpoint. Usual arc diagrams then form the subclass of diagrams with no semi-arcs. We identify a
minimal pattern to avoid which prevents occurrences of k-nestings in the complete diagrams.
Although our enumerative techniques are subject to restrictions of computer memory, they are sufficient
to form the basis of some conjectures: we have a precise conjecture on the asymptotic growth of many k-
nonnesting arc diagram families, including set partitions, and permutations, and open diagram classes. This
conjecture implies that, asymptotically, the number of k-nonnesting open diagrams divided by the number
of k-nonnesting closed diagrams is subexponential [7]. This fact, which is not evident by looking only at
small sizes, implies that our open diagram construction is efficient for large n.
We also conjecture from our numerical data that there is a bijective correspondence between open arc
diagrams related to 3-nonnesting set partitions and Baxter permutations (Conjecture 4.5). This class does
not obviously posess the same symmetries as other classes counted by the same sequence, and the generating
tree is quite different from all previously known examples. This is intriguing, although it complicates the
search for an easy combinatorial bijection.
1.6. Organization of the paper. We describe open arc diagrams for the case of set partitions and their
generating trees in Section 2. We also provide some basic results on converting these generating trees to
functional equations for the generating function.
In Section 3 we give the first application of this construction to determine a set of functional equations
to enumerate 3-nonnesting set partitions. The goal of this section is to provide a detailed description of the
method.
Section 4 contains the construction for k-nonnesting set partitions for general k, and also the construction
for set partitions avoiding a related pattern, called enhanced k-nestings.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 2. The arc diagram representation of the partition {1, 3, 5}{2}{4, 6}{7, 8, 9}. The
vertex labelled 2 is a fixed point ; the vertices labelled 1, 4, and 7 are openers ; vertices 3 and
8 are transitories ; and 5, 6, and 9 are closers.
In Section 5, using similar ideas and combining the descriptions for usual and enhanced nestings in set
partitions, we construct a generating tree for k-nonnesting permutations and obtain analogous functional
equations.
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss applications of the generated enumerative data, and how this construction
can be modified to consider other arc diagram families, in particular RNA secondary structures.
2. Open arc diagrams: An object under construction
In this section we introduce a generalization of arc diagrams in which not all arcs have a right endpoint.
These diagrams are then used as our basic example to illustrate how generating trees are constructed to
generate a combinatorial class and to obtain an equation for its generating function. We conclude the
section by defining nestings in these generalized arc diagrams.
2.1. Arc diagrams. An arc diagram of size n is an embedded graph with vertices 1 to n drawn in an
increasing row. We take the convention of labelling our diagrams from left to right, so we can refer to left
and right endpoints of an arc. We first focus on the case of arc diagrams representing set partitions, which we
call partition diagrams for short. In this case, the arcs are always drawn above the vertices, and the partition
block {a1, a2, . . . , aj}, where a1 < a2 < · · · < aj , is represented by the arcs (a1, a2), (a2, a3), . . . , (aj−1, aj).
A vertex in a partition diagram is one of four types:
1. fixed point no incident edges;
2. opener outdegree one, the left endpoint of an arc;
3. transitory indegree and outdegree one,
the right endpoint of one arc and the left endpoint of another;
4. closer indegree one, the right endpoint of an arc.
Figure 2 shows the diagram of a partition of {1, . . . , 9}, and illustrates the different types of vertices.
2.2. Open arc diagrams. To generalize partition diagrams, we allow semi-arcs with a left endpoint, but
no right endpoint. Otherwise said, we allow opener and transitory vertices with incident arcs that are not
‘closed’, which we call open semi-arcs or simply semi-arcs. We call these generalized diagrams open partition
diagrams. To ensure a standard representation, we draw the semi-arcs to a vertical line to the right of vertex
n, and retain their order, not allowing the semi-arcs to intersect. We denote the semi-arc with left endpoint
i by (i, ∗). Figure 3 contains an example.
A diagram with no semi-arcs represents a usual set partition. We call such a diagram a complete (partition)
diagram. We view an open partition diagram as a future set partition, or a set partition in progress,
specifically in a process which incrementally adds vertices in numerical order, possibly closing semi-arcs
and/or opening new ones. The open partition diagram π in Figure 3 is an ancestor to the two set partitions
represented in Figure 3, in this process among infinitely many others.
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π =
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213
Figure 3. An example of an open partition diagram, π, and two set partitions with π as an ancestor.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
↓
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910
Figure 4. The open partition diagram for π and its eight children.
An open partition diagram could also be viewed as a set partition in which each block is coloured one of
two colours: one for proper blocks, i.e. fixed points or those that end in a closer, and another for blocks ending
with a semi-arc. For example, π above represents the bicoloured partition {1,3}, {2}, {4, 6}, {5}, {7}, {8, 9},
where blocks written in bold face are those that end in a semi-arc, and normal fonts indicate proper blocks.
2.3. Generating tree for open partition diagrams. The generating tree construction in this case is
straightforward. Given an open partition diagram with n vertices, the added vertex n+ 1 can be any of the
four kinds, with the caveat that it can be a closer or transitory only if there is an existing semi-arc to be
closed.
For example, the open partition diagram in Figure 3 generates the 8 diagrams in Figure 4, which we call
its children. The label of such a diagram is the number of open semi-arcs. This parameter is sufficient to
describe the number of children and all their labels. Indeed, suppose a diagram π with n vertices has ℓ(π) = m
semi-arcs (coming from either opener or transitory vertices). Its number of children and their labels (i.e.,
number of semi-arcs) are as follows, depending on the type of the added vertex n+ 1:
1. fixed point: one child with m semi-arcs;
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2. opener: one child with m+ 1 semi-arcs;
3. transitory: m children, each with m semi-arcs;
4. closer: m children, each with m− 1 semi-arcs.
Remark that the last two are trivially empty when m = 0. This sums to a total of 2m + 2 children for
any diagram with m semi-arcs. The fact that the number of children of π and their labels are completely
determined by ℓ(π) makes these structures suitable for generating tree techniques. The good news is that
this property remains true when we integrate the k-nonnesting constraint. To capture the more complex
cases, we consider labels which are vectors.
For the above tree, labels have only one component, and the succession rule is described in the following
format:
(1) [m]→
[m], (fixed point)
[m+ 1], (opener)
[m], [m], . . . , [m]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m copies
, if m > 0, (transitory)
[m− 1], [m− 1], . . . , [m− 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m copies
, if m > 0. (closer)
We denote the set of labels in the succession rule by succ([m]). The root of the tree has label [0], as the
empty set partition has no semi-arcs.
For comparison, we point out that the rewriting system of Banderier et al. in [1] uses the parameter
“number of children” as the label, which equals 2m+ 2 for a diagram with m semi-arcs.
2.4. Converting generating tree specifications to generating function equations. Often, the pro-
cess of translating a generating tree specification to a generating function equation is quite straightforward.
Let P be a combinatorial class, and let ℓ(π) = [r1, . . . , rk] be the vector label of π ∈ P . If the label of an
object is a vector of length k, we construct a functional equation using k+1 variables. The variable z marks
the depth (or level) of the object in the generating tree, which is given by its size. Define the multi-variate
generating function
P (u; z) =
∑
π∈P
uℓ(π)z|π| =
∑
π∈P
ur11 u
r2
2 . . . u
rk
k z
|π|,
where u = (u1, u2, . . . , uk), and |π| denotes the size of π. In a proper generating tree construction, an element
either is the root π0, or it has a unique parent, which generates it exactly once. Thus, if C(π) denotes the
set of children of π, then we deduce the following relationship:
P (u; z) = uℓ(π0)z|π0| +
∑
π∈P
z|π|+1
∑
π′∈C(π)
uℓ(π
′).
Recall that ℓ(π′) is determined from ℓ(π) by definition. When this correspondence is algebraically straight-
forward, we can describe a functional equation.
As we see in the next section, we can treat exponential generating functions similarly:∑
π∈P
uℓ(π)
z|π|
|π|!
= uℓ(π0)z|π0| +
∑
π∈P
z|π|+1
(|π|+ 1)!
∑
π′∈C(π)
uℓ(π
′).
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2.5. Exponential generating function for open partition diagrams. In an open partition diagram,
one can distinguish between blocks which end with a semi-arc and those which do not. The decomposable
structure description of set partitions, which in the methodology of [20] is presented as the labelled class
Set(B), where B = Setcard 6=0(Z), is easily modified to accommodate the two types of blocks, giving the class
P = Set(B + B). From this combinatorial equation, it is clear that the exponential generating function for
open partition diagrams is e2(e
z−1).
Alternatively, this formula can be obtained by translating the succession rule (1) into a differential equation
for the exponential generating function and solving it. To extend to the k-nonnesting case we persue the
strategy of translating the succession rule into generating function equations. For these cases we use the
equations to generate coefficients rather than solving them. For this reason, it is more convenient for our
purposes to use ordinary generating functions instead of exponential ones.
Let us now find the bivariate generating function P (u, z) where the exponent of u is the label of the node,
which equals the number of open semi-arcs. Let π be an open partition diagram with |π| = n vertices and
ℓ(π) = m open semi-arcs. Recall that its children π′ ∈ C(π) in the generating tree can be of four types,
depending on the type of the added vertex n+ 1, and that the labels of these children are described by (1).
It follows that
∑
π′∈C(π)
uℓ(π
′) = um︸︷︷︸
fixed point
+ um+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
opener
+ mum︸ ︷︷ ︸
transitory
+mum−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
closer
,
which gives the following generating function recurrence:
P (u, z) =
∑
n,m
p(m,n)
umzn
n!
= 1 +
∑
n,m
p(m,n)
zn+1
(n+ 1)!
(
um + um+1 +mum +mum−1
)
= 1 +
∫
(P (u, z) + uP (u, z) + uPu(u, z) + Pu(u, z)) dz,
where we use the fact that
∫
P (z, u) dz =
∑
p(k, n) 1
n+1
zn+1uk
n! . Differentiating with respect to z we get
Pz(u, z) = (1 + u)Pu(u, z) + (1 + u)P (u, z) = (1 + u) (Pu(u, z) + P (u, z)) ,
and solving this differential equation gives P (u, z) = e(1+u)(e
z−1).
2.6. Nestings and future nestings. Recall that a k-nesting in a partition diagram is a set of k mutually
nesting arcs, that is, arcs (i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk) such that
i1 < i2 < · · · < ik < jk < jk−1 < · · · < j1.
To incorporate the nesting constraint to the generating tree, we need to generalize the notion of k-nestings
to open partition diagrams.
As before, a (regular) k-nesting in an open partition diagram is a set of k mutually nesting (closed) arcs.
To handle semi-arcs, we introduce the concept of a future k-nesting.
Definition 1. A future k-nesting is a set of k − 1 mutually nesting arcs and one semi-arc, such that the
left end-point of the semi-arc is to the left of the k − 1-nesting.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 5. An example of a future 4-nesting.
An example is drawn in Figure 5. Recall that since semi-arcs do not intersect, a semi-arc that is above
another one also has its left endpoint further to the left. The following claim follows trivially.
Claim 1. If a semi-arc belongs to a future k-nesting, then any semi-arc above it also belongs to a future
k-nesting.
Note that having multiple semi-arcs above a k− 1-nesting does not imply ℓ-nestings in its descendants for
ℓ > k. For example, the three semi-arcs in Figure 3, together with the arc under all three of them, become a
4-nesting in the partition on the left of Figure 3, but they become three separate 2-nestings in the partition
on the right.
Definition 2. An open partition diagram is k-nonnesting if it contains neither regular nor future k-nestings.
Note that, in particular, k-nonnesting complete partition diagrams are simply k-nonnesting partitions,
since the condition about future k-nestings is void when there are no semi-arcs.
Our strategy is to pare the general open partition diagram by removing the vertices which introduce
future k-nestings, and all of their children. Next we show that this is sufficient. The main challenge treated
by the remaining sections is to prove that a label exists from which we can build the tree.
Proposition 2.1. Consider the subclass of open partition diagrams generated from the empty diagram (as
described in Section 2.3) left after pruning all subtrees of diagrams with a future k-nesting. The elements in
this class are precisely the k-nonnesting open partition diagram. In particular, the complete diagrams in this
class are precisely the k-nonnesting partitions.
Proof. Any open partition diagram that is a descendant of a diagram with a future k-nesting has a either
a k-nesting or a future k-nesting. Indeed, the only way to remove a future k-nesting is by closing its top
semi-arc, which creates a k-nesting.
On the other hand, starting from a diagram with a k-nesting, and deleting vertices starting from the right,
one can find at least one ancestor diagram that contains a future k-nesting. Thus, in order to obtain all
k-nonnesting open partition diagrams (and thus all k-nonnesting complete partition diagrams), it is sufficient
to generate all open diagrams that avoid future k-nestings. 
By generating all k-nonnesting open partition diagrams, our process generates a superset of the k-
nonnesting partitions. In the generating function equations, we recover the generating function for our
desired class by a variable specialization. Mishna and Yen [26] gave a construction which generates only this
class, but our construction has two important advantages over theirs: it can handle the enhanced case (see
Section 4.3), and it can be extended to k-nonnesting permutations (see Section 5).
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However, we can quantify how much larger the set of k-nonnesting open diagrams is compared to the
set of closed diagrams— in other words, how much rejection would be necessary in a generation scheme.
Numerically, we observed that, perhaps surprisingly, this ratio is not substantial for n large. This led to a
combinatorial analysis and an upper bound on the exponential growth rate for the number of k-nonnesting
diagrams [7]. Based on this construction, which applies also to more general classes, Burrill makes the
following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.2 ([7]). Let pk(n) and ok(n) denote the number of k-nonnesting set partitions and open
partition diagrams of size n, respectively. Then
lim
n→∞
pk(n)
1
n = lim
n→∞
ok(n)
1
n = k2.
3. 3-nonnesting set partitions
We start with the 3-nonnesting case as it forms the general template for both k-nonnesting partitions,
and also k-nonnesting permutations. It is similar in structure to the open partition case.
This section is divided as follows: we begin with a description of the generating tree construction for 3-
nonnesting open partition diagrams. The complete diagrams in this class are the 3-nonnesting set partitions.
Then, we prove that the labels of the children of an object can be determined from that object’s label. We
conclude with a translation of the generating tree into generating function equations, and compute some
enumerative data.
3.1. Generating tree construction. By Proposition 2.1, the generating tree of 3-nonnesting open partition
diagrams is a subtree of the tree in Section 2.3, which generates all open partition diagrams. We can describe
an appropriate label for this subtree.
To each 3-nonnesting open partition diagram π we associate the label ℓ(π) = [m, s] where m is the total
number of semi-arcs and s is the number of semi-arcs in a future 2-nesting. The latter value is the number
of semi-arcs above at least one closed arc. Recall from Claim 1 if a semi-arc belongs to a future 2-nesting,
then any semi-arc above it also belongs to a future 2-nesting. The label of the empty partition diagram ǫ is
ℓ(ǫ) = [0, 0].
Example. In Figure 6, the two arrows indicate the semi-arcs in future 2-nestings. Thus, the label of this
diagram is [4, 2]. If vertex 12 is a closer or a transitory vertex closing the semi-arc started at vertex 7, then
(7, 12), (8, 9) and (3, ∗) form a future 3-nesting, which is forbidden in the construction. On the other hand,
if vertex 12 closes the semi-arc started at vertex 3, then only a 2-nesting is created, but no future 3-nesting.
Vertex 12 can also close any of the other two semi-arcs and remain in the class. Consequently, this arc
diagram has eight children in our generating tree: the two obtained from adding a fixed point or opener, plus
the six diagrams obtained by making vertex 12 a closer or transitory vertex.
In general, to avoid creating a future 3-nesting, we must not close semi-arcs in future 2-nestings, with the
exception of the top arc, which can always be closed. Semi-arcs not belonging to future 2-nestings can be
closed as well. Finally, adding openers and fixed points does not create future 3-nestings, so there are no
restrictions on these types of vertices.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011
←
←
Figure 6. An open partition diagram with label [4, 2].
3.2. Succession rule. Next we show that the label of a node provides sufficient information to determine
the number of children and their labels.
Suppose a diagram π of size n has label ℓ(π) = [m, s]. Its children (and some of their labels) are as follows,
depending on the type of the added vertex n+ 1:
1. fixed point: one child with label [m, s];
2. opener: one child with label [m+ 1, s];
3. transitory: m − s + 1 (if s > 0) or m (if s = 0) children, since we can close any of the m − s
semi-arcs not in future 2-nestings, plus the top semi-arc in the case s > 0;
4. closer: m− s+ 1 (if s > 0) or m (if s = 0) children.
In the next theorem, we address the labels of children. To build intuition, we first return to the example.
Example. We continue the example in Figure 6. The label of the diagram is [4, 2] and the application of
the succession rule yields the following, sorted by the type of vertex added:
1. fixed point: label [4, 2];
2. opener: label [5, 2];
3. transitory: in each one of the three children, the number of semi-arcs is preserved, while the number
of semi-arcs belonging to future 2-nestings depends on the semi-arc that is closed, giving labels [4, 3],
[4, 2] and [4, 1] when closing (11, ∗), (10, ∗) and (3, ∗), respectively;
4. closer: in each one of the three children, the number of semi-arcs is reduced by one, but otherwise
it is analogous to the transitory case, giving labels [3, 3], [3, 2], [3, 1] when closing (11, ∗), (10, ∗) and
(3, ∗), respectively.
Theorem 3.1. Let Π(2) be the set of 3-nonnesting open partition diagrams. To each diagram, associate the
label ℓ(π) = [m, s] if π has m semi-arcs, s of which belong to some future 2-nesting. Then the number of
diagrams in Π(2) of size n is the number of nodes at level n in the generating tree with root label [0, 0] for
n = 0, and succession rule given by
[m, s]→
[m, s], (fixed point)
[m+ 1, s], (opener)
[m, s], [m, s+ 1], . . . , [m,m− 1], if m > 0, (transitory)
[m− 1, s], [m− 1, s+ 1], . . . , [m− 1,m− 1], if m > 0, (closer)
[m, s− 1], [m− 1, s− 1]. if m > 0 and s > 0. (transitory and closer
respectively, when s > 0)
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The number of 3-nonnesting set partitions of {1, . . . , n} is equal to the number of nodes with label [0, 0] at
level n.
Proof. We focus on closer vertices, since transitory vertices behave identically except for the first component,
and fixed points and openers have already been discussed.
Consider a 3-nonnesting open partition diagram π with label [m, s]. It must be that m > 0, or else
there is nothing to close. Closing any semi-arc decreases the total number of semi-arcs by one. Closing
the bottom semi-arc turns all the semi-arcs above it into future 2-nestings, producing a diagram with label
[m − 1,m− 1]. Closing the second lowest semi-arc converts all remaining semi-arcs except the bottom one
into future 2-nestings, and the resulting diagram has label [m− 1,m− 2]. More generally, each of the m− s
semi-arcs not belonging to future 2-nestings can be closed in this manner, yielding m − s diagrams with
labels [m− 1,m− i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− s.
Finally, if s > 0, then π contains a future 2-nesting, and the top semi-arc can be closed without creating
a future 3-nesting. This operation removes a future 2-nesting has, resulting in label [m− 1, s− 1]. 
The first few levels of this generating tree scheme are shown in Figure 7.
∅
[0, 0]
[0, 0] [1, 0]
[0, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] [2, 0] [1, 0] [0, 0]
[1, 0] [2, 0] [1, 0] [0, 0] [2, 0] [3, 0] [2, 1] [1, 1] [2, 0] [1, 0]
Figure 7. Generating tree for 3-nonnesting open partition diagrams. The first few lev-
els agree with the generating tree for all open partition diagrams, since the 3-nonnesting
restriction only influences levels further down the tree.
3.3. Functional equation. We next translate the succession rule of Theorem 3.1 into generating function
equations. The generating function for 3-nonnesting set partitions is consequently obtained by an evaluation
of this functional equation.
As before, we define the multivariate generating function
A(u, v; z) =
∑
π∈Π(2)
umvsz|π| =
∑
m,s,n
am,s(n)u
mvszn,
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where [m, s] are the components of ℓ(π) in the first sum, and am,s(n) is the number of 3-nonnesting set
partitions π at level n of the generating tree with label ℓ(π) = [m, s]. For the sake of simplicity, we
use A(u, v) interchangeably with A(u, v; z).
Corollary 3.2. The generating function A(u, v) for 3-nonnesting open partition diagrams, with variables u
and v marking values m and s in the label, respectively, and z marking the number of vertices, satisfies the
functional equation
(2) A(u, v) = 1 + z
(
(1 + u)A(u, v) +
(
1 +
1
u
)( A(u, v)
v(1 − v)
−
A(uv, 1)
1− v
−
A(u, 0)
v
))
.
Proof. The root π0 has label [0, 0] and size n = 0. Let succ([m, s]) be the set of labels resulting from the
application of the succession rule in Theorem 3.1 to the label [m, s]. The generating tree gives
(3) A(u, v) = 1 +
∑
m,s,n
am,s(n)z
n+1
∑
[m′,s′]∈succ([m,s])
um
′
vs
′
.
The terms in the interior sum originating from a fixed point and an opener are straightforward. Let us
now compute the terms coming from a transitory vertex. These terms only appear when m > 0, which also
implies n > 0. For s > 0, we get∑
[m′,s′]∈{[m,s−1],[m,s],[m,s+1],...,[m,m−1]}
um
′
vs
′
= um(vs−1 + vs+1 + · · ·+ vm−1) = um
vs−1 − vm
1− v
.
For s = 0, we get ∑
[m′,s′]∈{[m,0],[m,1],...,[m,m−1]}
um
′
vs
′
= um(v1 + v + · · ·+ vm−1) = um
1− vm
1− v
.
Thus, the contribution in Equation (3) from the children obtained by adding a transitory vertex is∑
n,m,s>0
am,s(n)z
n+1um
vs−1 − vm
1− v
+
∑
n,m>0
am,0(n)z
n+1um
1− vm
1− v
=
z
1− v
 ∑
n,m,s>0
am,s(n)z
numvs−1 +
∑
n,m>0
am,0(n)z
num −
∑
n,m>0,s≥0
am,s(n)z
numvm
 .
Writing these summations in terms of evaluations of the generating function A(u, v), this expression
becomes
z
1− v
(
A(u, v)−A(u, 0)
v
+A(u, 0)−A(0, 0)− (A(uv, 1)−A(0, 0))
)
= z
(
A(u, v)
v(1 − v)
−
A(uv, 1)
1− v
−
A(u, 0)
v
)
.
The computations for the terms coming from a closer vertex are very similar, the only difference in the
formula being a factor of 1/u.
Combining the contributions for the four types of vertices we obtain the desired functional equation. 
4. k-nonnesting set partitions
We follow the same general procedure to enumerate k-nonnesting set partitions for general k. In the
first two subsections below we generalize the generating tree construction and functional equation. Then we
consider a related family of patterns, called enhanced k-nestings. We shall see in Section 4.5 that the series
for open partition diagrams with neither regular nor future enhanced 3-nestings appears to be in bijection
with Baxter permutations.
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4.1. Generating tree and functional equation. Henceforth we shift the index and consider instead
k + 1-nonnesting partitions. Suppose that π is a k + 1-nonnesting open partition diagram to which we add
a vertex on the rightmost end. If π has no future k-nestings, we can add any type of vertex. If, on the other
hand, π has a future k-nesting and the added vertex closes a semi-arc, it must close the top arc. Otherwise,
the top arc together with the k nesting below it would create a future k + 1-nesting.
To be able to control future k-nestings, we need to keep track of j-nestings for j < k. This is done via the
nesting index of a semi-arc, which we define to be the maximum j such that there is a j-nesting beneath it.
Equivalently, the nesting index of a semi-arc is the largest j such that the semi-arc is in a future j+1-nesting.
We track the distribution of nesting indices on the semi-arcs, updating this distribution every time we add
a vertex, and avoiding the appearance of future k + 1-nestings.
To each k + 1-nonnesting open partition diagram π, we associate a label with k components ℓ(π) =
[s0, . . . , sk−1], where si is defined to be the number of semi-arcs with nesting index greater than or equal to i.
Figure 8 contains an example. In our notation, s0 is the total number of semi-arcs, and sk−1 is the number
of semi-arcs in a future k-nesting. For k = 2, this labelling is consistent with Section 3.1. Furthermore,
note that by definition, s0 ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sk−1 ≥ 0. The label of the empty partition is [0, 0, . . . , 0], since it
contains no semi-arcs.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0
1
1
2
3
Figure 8. An open partition diagram with label [5, 4, 2, 1]. The nesting index of each
semi-arc is labelled in italics.
As in Section 3.1, we can predict the labels of the children of a given node from its label alone, based on
an analysis of the four types of vertices that can be added. Since sk−1 is the number of semi-arcs in future
k-nestings, the completion of such semi-arcs must be done with care to avoid creating future k+1-nestings.
When a semi-arc is closed, the effect on the labels is determined by the fact that the nesting index of those
semi-arcs above it that had the same nesting index increases by one. This is all that needs to be tracked.
These observations allow us to describe a succession rule for the generating tree, summarized in the following
theorem, which generalizes Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 4.1. Let Π(k) be the set of k+1-nonnesting open partition diagrams. To each diagram, associate
the label ℓ(π) = [s0, . . . , sk−1], where si is the number of semi-arcs with nesting index ≥ i. Then, the number
of diagrams in Π(k) of size n is the number of nodes at level n in the generating tree with root label [0, 0, . . . , 0],
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and succession rule given by
[s0, s1, . . . , sk−1]→
[s0, s1, . . . , sk−1], (1)
[s0 + 1, s1, . . . , sk−1], (2)
[s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sj−1 − 1, i, sj+1, . . . , sk−1], for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and sj ≤ i ≤ sj−1 − 1, (3)
[s0 − 1, s1 − 1, . . . , sj−1 − 1, i, sj+1, . . . , sk−1], for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and sj ≤ i ≤ sj−1 − 1, (4)
[s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sk−1 − 1], [s0 − 1, s1 − 1, . . . , sk−1 − 1], if sk−1 > 0. (5)
Proof. The labels arise from adding the following kinds of vertices:
(1) a fixed point;
(2) a opener;
(3) a transitory;
(4) a closer;
(5) a transitory or a closer that closes the top semi-arc, if the parent diagram has a future k-nesting.

As in Section 3.3, the generating tree in Theorem 4.1 can be translated to a functional equation. Consider
the generating function Q(v0, v1, . . . , vk−1; z) =
∑
Qs0,s1,...,sk−1(n)v
s0
0 v
s1
1 . . . v
sk−1
k−1 z
n, where Qs0,s1,...,sk−1(n)
is the number of k + 1-nonnesting open partition diagrams at level n of the generating tree with label
[s0, s1, . . . , sk−1]. For simplicity, we use the notation Q = Q(v0, . . . , vk−1) = Q(v0, . . . , vk−1; z) and Qs(n) =
Qs0,...,sk−1(n).
The equations for the addition of an opener or a fixed point are analogous to the ones described in
Section 3.3. Now consider the addition of a transitory that closes a semi-arc with nesting index greater than
or equal to j. This corresponds to line 3 in Theorem 4.1, giving
z
∑
s0,...,sk−1
Qs(n)v
s0
0 v
s1−1
1 v
s2−1
2 . . . v
sj−1−1
j−1 (v
sj
j + v
sj+1
j + · · ·+ v
sj−1−1
j )v
sj+1
j+1 . . . v
sk−1
k−1 z
n
=
z
v1 . . . vj−1
∑
s0,...,sk−1
Qs(n)v
s0
0 . . . v
sk−1
k−1
(
1− v
sj−1−sj
j
1− vj
)
zn
=
z
v1 . . . vj−1(1− vj)
(Q−Q(v0, . . . , vj−2, vj−1vj , 1, vj+1, . . . , vk−1)) .
Summing over all possible labels gives
k−1∑
j=1
z
v1 . . . vj−1(1− vj)
(Q−Q(v0, . . . , vj−2, vj−1vj , 1, vj+1, . . . , vk−2, vk−1)) .
If sk > 0, the addition of a transitory corresponds to (5) in Theorem 4.1. This translates into the equation
z
∑
s0,s1,...,sk−2,sk−1≥1
Qs(n)v
s0
0 v
s1−1
1 . . . v
sk−1−1
k−1 z
n =
z
v1v2 . . . vk−1
(Q −Q(v0, v1, . . . , vk−2, 0)).
The addition of closers proceeds similarly, and combining the expressions for all four types of vertices, we
get the following functional equation.
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Corollary 4.2. The generating function for k + 1-nonnesting open partition diagrams, with variable vi
marking value si in the label and variable z marking number of vertices, denoted Q = Q(v0, v1, . . . , vk−1) =
Q(v0, v1, . . . , vk−1; z), satisfies the functional equation
Q = 1 + z(1 + v0)
(
Q+
1
v0v1 . . . vk−1
(Q −Q(v0, v1, . . . , vk−2, 0))
+
k−1∑
j=1
1
v0v1 . . . vj−1(1− vj)
(Q −Q(v0, . . . , vj−2, vj−1vj , 1, vj+1, . . . , vk−2, vk−1))
)
.
Note that, as k increases, the number of catalytic variables increases as well.
4.2. How to use the equations. The evaluation v0 = 0 in Q corresponds to the generating function
for k + 1-nonnesting partitions, Q(0, v1, . . . , vk−1; z). Note that this is a function of z only, because of
the restriction s0 ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sk−1 ≥ 0. The functional equation in Corollary 4.2, which specializes
to Corollary 3.2 for k = 2, is amenable to series generation. This is explained in Section 4.4, which also
summarizes some numerical results.
In attempting to solve these equations, the kernel method is a natural tool, but we have encountered
some obstacles. The case k = 1 has no geometric series terms, and the equations are easily solved for the
bivariate generating function, for example, using the orbit sum method. However, this is not surprising as
this case gives simply a generalized Catalan generating function. For higher values of k, the particular subset
of evaluations suggested that the symmetrizing approach of [3] might be the appropriate variant. However,
it is not directly applicable here because of a lack of a certain kind of symmetry in the distribution of the
parameter. This is an intriguing area of future research.
4.3. Enhanced nestings. Another relevant pattern in partition diagrams is the enhanced k-nesting. An
enhanced k-nesting is either a k-nesting, or a set of k − 1 arcs (i1, j1), . . . , (ik−1, jk−1) and a fixed point ik
(a singleton block in the corresponding partition) such that
i1 < i2 < · · · < ik−1 < ik < jk−1 < · · · < j1,
that is, a k−1-nesting with a fixed point inside the innermost arc. With a comparable definition for enhanced
k-crossings, the symmetry between nesting and crossing patterns for different structures has been shown to
hold in the enhanced version of the patterns as well. Set partitions are one such structure. Bousquet-
Me´lou and Xin [4] considered both enhanced and usual crossings in set partitions. Our construction that
generates k-nonnesting partitions can be easily modified to generate partitions with no enhanced k-nesting.
For this purpose, we define a future enhanced k-nesting as an enhanced k−1-nesting together with a semi-arc
beginning to its left, and we let the enhanced nesting index of a semi-arc be the largest j such that it is in
a future enhanced j + 1-nesting. The labels of the nodes in the generating tree now keep track of semi-arcs
according to their enhanced nesting index. The only difference in the construction of the tree is that the
addition of a fixed point to an open partition diagram π can create future enhanced 2-nestings. Indeed,
the semi-arcs that had enhanced nesting index 0 in π have enhanced nesting index 1 after the fixed point is
added. This results in the following variation of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. Let Π˜(k) be the set of open partition diagrams with neither enhanced k+1-nestings nor future
enhanced k + 1-nestings. To each diagram, associate the label ℓ(π) = [s0, . . . , sk−1], where si is the number
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of semi-arcs with enhanced nesting index ≥ i. Then the number of diagrams in Π˜(k) of size n is the number
of nodes at level n in the generating tree with root label [0, 0, . . . , 0], and succession rule given by
[s0, s1, . . . , sk−1]→
[s0, s0, s2, . . . , sk−1], (1)
[s0 + 1, s1, . . . , sk−1], (2)
[s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sj−1 − 1, i, sj+1, . . . , sk−1], for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and sj ≤ i ≤ sj−1 − 1, (3)
[s0 − 1, s1 − 1, . . . , sj−1 − 1, i, sj+1, . . . , sk−1], for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and sj ≤ i ≤ sj−1 − 1, (4)
[s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sk−1 − 1], [s0 − 1, s1 − 1, . . . , sk−1 − 1], if sk−1 > 0. (5)
Proof. The label for the addition of a fixed point, which is line (1), follows directly from the paragraph
before this theorem. The labels for adding other types of vertices are obtained using the same arguments as
in Theorem 4.1. 
This succession rule can also be translated into a functional equation. The translation is very similar to
that described in Section 4.1, the only difference being that adding a fixed point makes all semi-arcs have
nesting index at least 1.
Corollary 4.4. The generating function for open partition diagrams with neither regular nor future enhanced
k + 1-nestings, with variable vi marking value si in the label and variable z marking the number of vertices,
denoted by P = P (v0, v1, . . . , vk−1) = P (v0, v1, . . . , vk−1; z), satisfies the functional equation
P = 1 + z
(
v0P +
1 + v0
v0v1 . . . vk−1
(P − P (v0, v1, . . . , vk−2, 0))
+
k−1∑
j=2
1 + v0
v0v1 . . . vj−1(1− vj)
(P − P (v0, . . . , vj−2, vj−1vj , 1, vj+1, . . . , vk−1))
+
(1 + v0)P − (1 + v0v1)P (v0v1, 1, v2, . . . , vk−1)
v0(1 − v1)
)
.
Again, P (0, v1, . . . , vk−1; z), which is a function of z only, is the generating function for partitions avoiding
enhanced k + 1-nestings.
4.4. Enumerative data. Corollaries 4.2 and 4.4 allow us to generate data for the number of set partitions
of size n avoiding k + 1-nestings and avoiding enhanced k + 1-nestings for small k and n.
We iterate the functional equations to get series information. Specifically, we view each equation F =
1 + zΦ(F ) as the system F [n] = 1 + zΦ(F [n−1]). Upon setting F [0] = 1, we iterate to get successive terms
in the series expansion. After n iterations, we obtain the correct coefficients for zi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, since
the functional equation is of the form F = 1 + zΦ(F ), where Φ is linear in F and its evaluations. Setting
the catalytic variables (i.e., those other than z) to 0 results in the univariate generating series for complete
diagrams.
Tables 1 and 2 present the initial counting sequences, and relevant references to the On-line Encyclopedia
of Integer Sequences [21] for completeness. Note that the first few terms (presented in gray) coincide with
the Bell numbers, as nesting conditions require a minimum number of vertices. We are able to generate
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many more terms than listed here. For 3-, 4- and 5-nonnesting set partitions, we have generated terms for
n up to 420, 276 and 129, respectively.
k + 1 OEIS Initial terms
3 A108304
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 202, 859, 3930, 19095, 97566, 520257, 2877834, 16434105, 96505490, 580864901,
3573876308, 22426075431, 143242527870, 929759705415, 6123822269373, 40877248201308
4 A108305
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4139, 21119, 115495, 671969, 4132936, 26723063, 180775027, 1274056792,
9320514343, 70548979894, 550945607475, 4427978077331, 36544023687590, 309088822019071
5 A192126
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 21147, 115974, 678530, 4212654, 27627153, 190624976, 1378972826,
10425400681, 82139435907, 672674215928, 5712423473216, 50193986895328, 455436027242590
6 A192127
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 21147, 115975, 678570, 4213596, 27644383, 190897649, 1382919174,
10479355676, 82850735298, 681840170501, 5828967784989, 51665915664913, 473990899143781
7 A192128
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 21147, 115975, 678570, 4213597, 27644437, 190899321, 1382958475,
10480139391, 82864788832, 682074818390, 5832698911490, 51723290618772, 474853429890994
Table 1. Counting sequences for k + 1-nonnesting set partitions.
k + 1 OEIS Initial terms
3 A108307
1, 2, 5, 15, 51, 191, 772, 3320, 15032, 71084, 348889, 1768483, 9220655, 49286863, 269346822,
1501400222, 8519796094, 49133373040, 287544553912, 1705548000296, 10241669069576
4 A192855
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 876, 4120, 20883, 113034, 648410, 3917021, 24785452, 163525976, 1120523114,
7947399981, 58172358642, 438300848329, 3391585460591, 26898763482122, 218263920521938
5 A192865
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 21146, 115945, 678012, 4205209, 27531954, 189486817, 1365888674,
10278272450, 80503198320, 654544093035, 5511256984436, 47950929125540, 430240226306346
6 A192866
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 21147, 115975, 678569, 4213555, 27643388, 190878823, 1382610179,
10474709625, 82784673008, 680933897225, 5816811952612, 51505026270176, 471875801114626
7 A192867
1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 21147, 115975, 678570, 4213597, 27644436, 190899266, 1382956734,
10480097431, 82863928963, 682058946982, 5832425824171, 51718812364549, 474782378367618
Table 2. Counting sequences for set partitions avoiding enhanced k + 1-nestings.
4.5. Baxter Permutations. In the course of our analysis, we observed that the number of open partition
diagrams of size n with no (regular or future) enhanced 3-nesting equals Bn+1, the Baxter number of
index n + 1 (OEIS A001181), for n at least up to 300. Baxter numbers enumerate a wide variety of
combinatorial objects, such as Baxter permutations, monotone 2-line meanders [5], bipolar orientations [2],
and triples of nonintersecting paths [19]. Based on the numerical evidence, we conjecture the following.
Conjecture 4.5. The number of open partition diagrams on n vertices with neither regular nor future
enhanced 3-nestings is Bn+1, the number of Baxter permutations of length n+ 1.
It is natural to ask for a bijective correspondence between open partition diagrams with no enhanced
3-nestings and one of the above sets counted by the Baxter numbers. At least two different generating
trees for Baxter objects appear in the literature where the labels have two components. However, our tree
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for Π˜(2) described in Theorem 4.3 differs from these two trees already at the third level, which contains 6
elements. One difficulty in finding a bijection is that our objects lack a fundamental symmetry that the
other objects (and their generating trees) enjoy. This is the case, for example, for Baxter permutations,
which are those permutations σ having no indices i < j < k such that σ(j + 1) < σ(i) < σ(k) < σ(j) or
σ(j) < σ(k) < σ(i) < σ(j + 1).
The functional equation from Corollary 4.4 for k = 2, after some manipulation gives
−uv + uv2 + zu2v − zu2v2 + zu+ z
v − 1
B (u, v) =
(uv + 1) zv
v − 1
B (uv, 1)− z (u+ 1)B (u, 0) + uv.
We have not been able to solve this equation using the kernel method.
The initial series development is
B(u, v) = 1 + (u+ 1)z + (uv + u2 + 2u+ 2)z2 + (v2u2 + 2vu2 + 4uv + 6u+ 3u2 + u3 + 5)z3
+ (u3v3 + 7v2u2 + 2v2u3 + 16uv + 11vu2 + 3vu3 + 20u+ 12u2 + 4u3 + u4 + 15)z4 + . . . .
If Conjecture 4.5 is true, it may reveal which subsets of each of the above Baxter families correspond to
completed diagrams, i.e., partitions with no enhanced 3-nesting. Another natural followup question would
be to determine what the parameters u and v mark on these Baxter objects.
Finally, we wonder whether there exist generalizations of Baxter objects which correspond to open par-
tition diagrams avoiding enhanced k-nestings. This might provide a connection between the conjectures on
the non-D-finiteness of generating functions for pattern-avoiding permutations [27] and Conjecture 1.1 for
k-nonnesting partitions for k > 3.
5. k-nonnesting permutations
There are some similarities between k-nonnesting permutations and k-nonnesting set partitions, yet none
of the techniques that have been applied in the literature to the enumeration of k-nonnesting set partitions [4,
26] works for permutations. On the other hand, our method can be modified to take advantage of these
similarities and deal with k-nonnesting permutations as well. This gives rise to the first substantial set
of enumerative data on k-nonnesting permutations. Previously, only data up to n = 12 was known, and
obtaining it required extensive computation.
First, we recall how to represent a permutation as an arc diagram. This representation was first used by
Corteel [14], and in a modified form by Elizalde [18]. It is essentially a drawing of the cycle structure of the
permutation. Given σ ∈ Sn, the diagram of σ has an arc between i and σ(i) for each i from 1 to n, and the
arc is drawn above the vertices (and is called an upper arc) if i ≤ σ(i), and below the vertices (and is called
a lower arc) if i > σ(i). We call such a representation a permutation diagram of size n. In this notation, a
subset of k arcs is a k-nesting if either
(1) all k arcs are upper arcs and form an enhanced k-nesting with the definition from Section 4.3
(considering arcs of the form (i, i) to be fixed points);
(2) all k arcs are lower arcs and form a k-nesting with the definition from Section 1.
We call the two above possibilities upper enhanced k-nestings and lower k-nestings, respectively. The reason
behind the slight dissymmetry in the definition comes from the original paper of Corteel [14], where this
was necessary for bijections between certain classes of permutations. Burrill et al. [8] maintained this
dissymmetry. In any case, the construction we provide can be easily adapted to make a uniform treatment
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of upper and lower arcs. For clarity, we draw an arc from i to itself when σ(i) = i, since such a fixed point
contributes to enhanced k-nestings of upper arcs. Figure 9 shows an example of a permutation diagram.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Figure 9. The permutation σ = (1 11 3)(2 6 4 5)(7 9)(8)(10) and its arc diagram represen-
tation. This diagram has two 3-nestings: {(1, 11), (2, 6), (4, 5)} and {(1, 11), (7, 9), (8, 8)}.
As in the case of set partitions, there is a related definition of k-crossings in permutations. In [8], the
authors proved that k-noncrossing and k-nonnesting permutations are equinumerous. However, they present
very limited enumerative results, which we significantly improve upon here.
We remark that the subset of upper arcs forms a set partition, and so does the subset of lower arcs.
However, these two partitions are not independent. Their relationship is explicitly described in [8]. This
interpretation as a pair of partitions allows us to extend the construction from Section 4 quite naturally.
The vertices of a permutation diagram can be of five types: fixed points, openers, closers, upper transitories,
and lower transitories. A fixed point has no incident edges, an opener (resp. closer) is the left (resp. right)
endpoint of an upper and a lower arc, and an upper (resp. lower) transitory vertex is the right endpoint of
an upper (resp. lower) arc and the left endpoint of another.
5.1. Generating tree for open permutation diagrams. Similarly to what we did for partitions, we
consider a more general class of objects that we call open permutation diagrams, by allowing three additional
vertex types: openers, upper semi-transitories, and lower semi-transitories. An opener is the left endpoint
of an upper and a lower semi-arc, and an upper (resp. lower) transitory vertex is the right endpoint of an
upper (resp. lower) arc and the right endpoint of an upper (resp. lower) semi-arc. Note that in an open
permutation diagram, the number of upper semi-arcs equals the number of lower semi-arcs. This is because
when a fixed point is added, no upper or lower arcs are added; when an opener is added, the number of
upper and lower semi-arcs both increase by 1; when an upper transitory is added, an upper semi-arc is added
then removed, while the lower semi-arcs remain unchanged; similarly when a lower transitory is added, the
lower arcs lose and gain a semi-arc, and upper arcs remain unchanged; and lastly when a closer is added,
both upper and lower arcs lose a semi-arc.
An open permutation diagram can also be viewed as a permutation where each cycle of length i can be
coloured one of i + 1 possible colours: one to indicate that the cycle has no semi-arcs, and the other i for
the possible choices of an arc in the cycles to be converted into two semi-arcs.
It follows that the exponential generating function for open permutation diagrams is
1
1− z
exp
(
z
1− z
)
.
To create an open permutation diagram of size n from one of size n− 1, we add a vertex labelled n which
can be of any of the five following types:
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
Figure 10. A permutation σ = (123) with a cycle of length 3 may be coloured in 4 different
ways, or have either one of the existing arcs or no arcs converted to a semi-arc: (123), (123∗),
(12 ∗ 3), and (1 ∗ 23).
(1) fixed point ( );
(2) opener ( );
(3) upper transitory ( ) (provided there is an available upper semi-arc);
(4) lower transitory ( ) (provided there is an available lower semi-arc);
(5) closer ( ) (provided there are available upper and lower semi-arcs).
We can easily make a generating tree for the class of open permutation diagrams by keeping track of the
number h of upper semi-arcs. The root has label [0], and the succession rule is given by
[h]→
[h], (fixed point)
[h+ 1], (opener)
[h], [h], . . . , [h]︸ ︷︷ ︸
h copies
, if h > 0, (upper transitory)
[h], [h], . . . , [h]︸ ︷︷ ︸
h copies
, if h > 0, (lower transitory)
[h− 1], [h− 1], . . . , [h− 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
h2 copies
, if h > 0. (closer)
To incorporate the nesting constraint to the tree, we define a notion of future nestings in open permutation
diagrams. A future enhanced upper k-nesting is an upper enhanced k − 1-nesting together with an upper
semi-arc beginning to its left, and a future lower k-nesting is a lower k − 1-nesting together with a lower
semi-arc beginning to its left. An example of each is in Figure 11. The enhanced nesting index of an upper
semi-arc is the largest j such that the semi-arc is in a future enhanced upper j + 1-nesting. The nesting
index of a lower semi-arc is the largest j such that the semi-arc is in a future lower j + 1-nesting. An open
permutation diagram is called k-nonnesting if it has no regular or future enhanced upper k-nesting, and no
regular or future lower k-nesting.
Again, it is convenient to shift the index and consider k + 1-nonnesting permutations from now on. To
each k+1-nonnesting open permutation diagram, we associate a label consisting of a 3-tuple, [h; r; s]. Here,
h is the number of upper semi-arcs (and hence also the number of lower semi-arcs), r = [r1, . . . , rk−1] is a
vector such that ri is the number of upper semi-arcs of enhanced nesting index greater than or equal to i,
and s = [s1, . . . , sk−1] is a vector such that si is the number of lower semi-arcs of nesting index greater than
or equal to i. The label of the 4-nonnesting diagram in Figure 11 is [3; 1, 1; 1, 0].
We note that in an open permutation diagram σ, if we consider loops (which are cycles of length 1) as
fixed points, the upper (resp. lower) arcs and semi-arcs form an open partition diagram σ+ (resp. σ−)
on the vertices {1, . . . , n}. If the label of σ is [h; r; s], then the label of σ+ as described in Theorem 4.1 is
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
0
0
2
0
0
1
Figure 11. An open permutation diagram. The upper arcs (7, 12), (8, 9) and the upper
semi-arc (3, ∗) form a future enhanced upper 3-nesting. The lower arc (7, 10) and the lower
semi-arc (3, ∗) form a future lower 2-nesting. The nesting index of each semi-arc is labelled
in italics.
[h, r], and the label of σ− as described in Theorem 4.3 is [h, s]. In particular, h ≥ r1 ≥ · · · ≥ rk−1 ≥ 0 and
h ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sk−1 ≥ 0.
5.2. 3-nonnesting permutations. Again, the case of 3-nonnesting permutations is sufficiently insightful
for the general method without being overly complicated. In this section, we describe the generating tree
for 3-nonnesting open permutation diagrams, and we determine a functional equation for the generating
function.
5.2.1. Generating tree. The label of a 3-nonnesting open permutation diagram is [h, r, s] (we use commas
instead of semicolons in this section). Here, 2h is the total number of semi-arcs, r is the number of upper
semi-arcs that belong to a future enhanced upper 2-nesting, and s is the number of lower semi-arcs that
belong to a future lower 2-nesting. Notice that in this case the vectors r and s each only have one component,
thus we dispense with the formal vector notation while working through this example. The empty diagram
has label [0, 0, 0]. An example of the labelling is given in Figure 12, where the numbers on the vertices are
omitted. The arrows indicate semi-arcs that are in future 2-nestings: two upper semi-arcs and one lower
semi-arc, hence the label of the diagram is [4, 2, 1].
←
←
←
Figure 12. An arc diagram with label [4, 2, 1].
To predict the labels of the children of a 3-nonnesting open permutation diagram, we consider the different
types of vertices that can be added. To avoid future 3-nestings, we are not allowed to add a closer or transitory
vertex that closes a semi-arc belonging to a future enhanced upper 2-nesting or a future lower 2-nesting,
unless it is an outermost semi-arc, i.e., the top upper semi-arc or the bottom lower semi-arc. As an example,
the labels of the children of the diagram in Figure 12 are generated by adding vertices of different types as
follows.
(1) Fixed point: one child with label [4, 4, 1], since the upper semi-arcs belong now to future enhanced
upper 2-nestings.
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(2) Opener: one child with label [5, 2, 1].
(3) Upper transitory: closing the upper semi-arcs that are not in future enhanced 2-nestings gives the
labels [4, 2, 1] and [4, 3, 1]; closing the top semi-arc (the only one in a 2-nesting that we are allowed
to close) removes one future upper 2-nesting, giving the label [4, 1, 1].
(4) Lower transitory: all lower semi-arcs can be closed, and the four resulting labels are [4, 2, 0], [4, 2, 1],
[4, 2, 2] and [4, 2, 3].
(5) Closer: we simultaneously and independently close an upper and a lower semi-arc, among those that
we are allowed to close. There are three choices for the former and four for the latter, giving twelve
children with labels [3, 1, 0], [3, 1, 1], [3, 1, 2], [3, 1, 3], [3, 2, 0], [3, 2, 1], [3, 2, 2], [3, 2, 3], [3, 3, 0], [3, 3, 1],
[3, 3, 2], [3, 3, 3], that is, {3} × {1, 2, 3}× {0, 1, 2, 3}.
The succession rule for the generating tree is described in Theorem 5.1. Another example is drawn in
Figure 13, and the first few levels of the tree appear in Figure 14.
[2,0,0]
[2,2,0] [3,0,0] [2,1,0] [2,0,0] [2,0,1] [2,0,0]
[1,1,1] [1,1,0] [1,0,0] [1,0,1]
Figure 13. A 3-nonnesting open permutation diagram and its children.
Theorem 5.1. Let Σ(2) be the set of 3-nonnesting open permutation diagrams. To each diagram σ, associate
the label ℓ(σ) = [h, r, s], where 2h is the total number of semi-arcs, r is the number of semi-arcs in a future
enhanced upper 2-nesting and s is the number of semi-arcs in a future lower 2-nesting. Then, the number
of diagrams in Σ(2) of size n is the number of nodes at level n in the generating tree with root label [0, 0, 0],
and succession rule given by
[h, r, s]→
[h, h, s], (1)
[h+ 1, r, s], (2)
[h, i, s], for max{0, r − 1} ≤ i ≤ h− 1, (3)
[h, r, j], for max{0, s− 1} ≤ j ≤ h− 1, (4)
[h− 1, i, j], for max{0, r − 1} ≤ i ≤ h− 1 and max{0, s− 1} ≤ j ≤ h− 1. (5)
The number of 3-nonnesting permutations of size n is equal to the number of nodes with label [0, 0, 0] at the
n-th level of this generating tree.
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Proof. The labels correspond to the addition of the following vertices to a diagram of σ:
(1) A fixed point, which results in all the upper semi-arcs becoming part of future enhanced 2-nestings;
(2) an opener, which produces a new upper semi-arc and a new lower one, neither of which is in a future
2-nesting;
(3) an upper transitory closing a semi-arc not belonging to a future enhanced upper 2-nesting or, if
r > 0, possibly closing the top semi-arc;
(4) a lower transitory closing a semi-arc not belonging to a future lower 2-nesting or, if s > 0, possibly
closing the bottom semi-arc;
(5) a closer, which can close any combination of an upper and a lower semi-arc among those allowed to
close in parts (3) and (4).

∅
[0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0] [1, 1, 0] [2, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0]
. . .
10
Figure 14. Generating tree for 3-nonnesting open permutation diagrams. The first few
levels coincide with those of the tree for all open permutation diagrams.
5.2.2. Functional equation. We translate the generating tree from Theorem 5.1 into a functional equation
for the multivariate generating function F (u, v, w) =
∑
Fh,r,s(n)u
hvrwszn where Fh,r,s(n) is the number
of open permutation arc diagrams at level n with label [h, r, s]. The coefficient F0,0,0(n) is the number of
3-nonnesting permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The translation process to derive a functional equation is analogous to the set partition case. We consider
the five types of vertices in turn to analyze their contribution. The form of the functional equation is
F (u, v, w) = 1 + z(Ψ1 +Ψ2 +Ψ3 +Ψ4 +Ψ5),
where Ψi is the contribution for adding a vertex of type (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, which we compute next.
(1) Fixed point. Note that case (1) in the succession rule can alternatively be included by extending the
range of i in case (3) to include h. Thus, it is simpler to compute Ψ1 +Ψ3 in item (3) below.
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(2) Opener. Ψ2 = uF (u, v, w).
(3) Upper transitory and fixed point. Ψ1+Ψ3 =
F (u,v,w)−vF (uv,1,w)
1−v +
F (u,v,w)−F (u,0,w)
v
, found using the
formula for a finite geometric sum in the expressions below:∑
h,s,n
Fh,0,n(n)u
h(1 + v + v2 + · · ·+ vh)wszn if r = 0,
∑
h,s,n
Fh,r,s(n)u
h(vr−1 + vr + · · ·+ vh)wszn if 0 < r ≤ i.
(4) Lower transitory. Ψ4 =
F (u,v,w)−F (uw,v,1)
1−w +
F (u,v,w)−F (u,v,0)
w
.
(5) Closer. The addition of a closer to a diagram with label [h, r, s] contributes∑
h,n
Fh,r,s(n)u
h−1(vmax{r−1,0} + · · ·+ vh−1)(wmax{s−1,0} + · · ·+ wh−1)zn,
which can be simplified using finite geometric sum formulas, and separating the case when r = 0 or
s = 0:
Ψ5 =
F (u, v, w) − F (uv, 1, w)− F (uw, v, 1) + F (uvw, 1, 1)
u(1− v)(1 − w)
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, 0, w)− F (uw, v, 1) + F (uw, 0, 1)
uv(1− w)
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, v, 0)− F (uv, 1, w) + F (uv, 1, 0)
uw(1− v)
+
F (u, v, w) − F (u, 0, w)− F (u, v, 0) + F (u, 0, 0)
uvw
.
Adding all five contributions, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. The generating function for 3-nonnesting open permutation diagrams, denoted
F (u, v, w) = F (u, v, w; z) =
∑
h,r,s,n
Fh,r,s(n)u
hvrwszn,
where Fh,r,s(n) is the number of diagrams of size n with label [h, r, s], satisfies the functional equation
F (u, v, w) = 1 + z
(
uF (u, v, w)
+
F (u, v, w)− v(uv, 1, w)
1− v
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, 0, w)
v
+
F (u, v, w)− F (uw, v, 1)
1− w
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, v, 0)
w
+
F (u, v, w)− F (uw, 1, w)− F (uw, v, 1) + F (uvw, 1, 1)
u(1− v)(1 − w)
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, 0, w)− F (uw, v, 1) + F (uw, 0, 1)
uv(1− w)
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, v, 0)− F (uv, 1, w) + F (uv, 1, 0)
uw(1− v)
+
F (u, v, w)− F (u, 0, w)− F (u, v, 0) + F (u, 0, 0)
uvw
)
.
We have found this equation useful to generate terms in the sequence, but we have been unable to solve
it, or to find an explicit expression for F0,0,0(n), the number of 3-nonnesting permutations.
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5.3. The general case: k + 1-nonnesting permutations. The construction in Section 5.2 can easily be
generalized to this case. Recall that to each k + 1-nonnesting open permutation diagram, we assign a label
[h; r; s] = [h; r1, r2, . . . , rk−1; s1, s2, . . . , sk−1]. To describe the succession rule of the corresponding generating
tree, we think of [h, r] as the label of the upper set partition, where we consider enhanced nestings (refer
to Theorem 4.3), and of [h, s] as the label of the lower set partition, where we consider usual nestings (see
Theorem 4.1). We use r − 1 as a shorthand for r1 − 1, r2 − 1, . . . , rk−1 − 1, and similarly for s − 1. When
the parameters r0 and s0 are used below in (3b), (4b), etc., they are defined to be equal to h.
Theorem 5.3. Let Σ(k) be the set of k + 1-nonnesting open permutation diagrams. To each diagram σ
associate the label ℓ(σ) = [h; r; s] = [h; r1, r2, . . . , rk−1; s1, s2, . . . , sk−1], where 2h is the number of semi-arcs,
and ri (resp. si) is the number of open upper (resp. lower) semi-arcs of enhanced nesting index (resp.
nesting index) greater than or equal to i. Then the number of diagrams in Σ(k) of size n is the number of
nodes at level n in the generating tree with root label [0;0;0], and succession rule given by
[h; r; s] −→
[h;h, r2, . . . , rk−1; s], (1)
[h+ 1; r; s], (2)
[h; r− 1; s], if rk−1 ≥ 1, (3a)
[h; r1 − 1, . . . , rj−1 − 1, i, rj+1, . . . , rk−1; s], for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and rj ≤ i ≤ rj−1 − 1, (3b)
[h; r; s− 1], if sk−1 ≥ 1, (4a)
[h; r; s1 − 1, . . . , s−1 − 1, ı, s+1, . . . , sk−1], for 1 ≤  ≤ k − 1 and s ≤ ı ≤ s−1 − 1, (4b)
[h− 1; r− 1; s− 1], if rk−1 ≥ 1 and sk−1 ≥ 1, (5a)
[h− 1; r− 1; s1 − 1, . . . , s−1 − 1, ı, s+1, . . . , sk−1],
if rk−1 ≥ 1, for 1 ≤  ≤ k − 1 and s ≤ ı ≤ s−1 − 1, (5b)
[h− 1; r1 − 1, . . . , rj−1 − 1, i, rj+1, . . . , rk−1; s− 1],
if sk−1 ≥ 1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and rj ≤ i ≤ rj−1 − 1, (5c)
[h− 1; r1 − 1, . . . , rj−1 − 1, i, rj+1, . . . , rk−1; s1 − 1, . . . , s−1 − 1, ı, s+1, . . . , sk−1],
for 1 ≤  ≤ k − 1 and s ≤ ı ≤ s−1 − 1, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 and rj ≤ i ≤ rj−1 − 1. (5d)
Note that for k = 2, the generating tree in Theorem 5.3 agrees with the generating tree defined in Thoerem
5.1 for Σ(2).
Proof. The labels correspond to the addition of the following vertices to a diagram σ:
(1) a fixed point (as in (1) of Theorem 4.3);
(2) an opener (as in (2) of Theorem 4.3 or (2) of Theorem 4.1);
(3a) an upper transitory closing the top semi-arc, if σ has a future enhanced upper k − 1-nesting (as in
(5) of Theorem 4.3);
(3b) an upper transitory (as in (3) of Theorem 4.3);
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(4a) a lower transitory closing the bottom semi-arc, if σ has a future lower k− 1-nesting ((5) in Theorem
4.1);
(4b) a lower transitory (as in (3) of Theorem 4.1);
(5a) a closer that closes both the top and the bottom semi-arcs, if σ has both a future enhanced upper
k − 1-nesting and a future lower k − 1-nesting;
(5b) a closer that closes the top semi-arc and a lower semi-arc that is not the bottom one, if σ has a
future enhanced upper k − 1-nesting;
(5c) a closer that closes the bottom semi-arc and an upper semi-arc that is not the top one, if σ has a
future lower k − 1-nesting;
(5d) a closer that closes an upper and a lower semi-arc, neither of which is an outermost one.

The generating function for (k + 1)-nonnesting open permutation diagrams, denoted by
F (u; v1, v2, . . . , vk−1;w1, w2, . . . , wk−1; z) = F (u,v,w) =
∑
h,r,s,n
Fh,r,s(n)u
hvrwszn,
where Fh,r,s(n) is the number of diagrams of size n with label [h; r; s] satisfying the functional equation:
F (u,v,w) = 1 + z(Φ1 +Φ2 +Φ3 +Φ4 +Φ5)
such that each Φi is the contribution for adding a vertex of type (i) in Theorem 5.3. We compute each Φi
next, following the development of the functional equation for 3-nonnesting open permutation diagrams in
Section 5.2.2.
(1) Fixed point. By extending the range of i in case (3) for upper transitories, the case (1) in the
succession rule can alternatively be included. Thus it is simpler to compute Φ1 + Φ3 in item (3)
below.
(2) Opener. Φ2 = uF .
(3) Upper transitory and fixed point:
Φ1 +Φ3 =
1
v1 . . . vk−1
(
F − F |vk−1=0
)
+
k−1∑
j=1
1
v1 . . . vj−1(1− vj)
(
F − F |vj=1,vj−1=vj−1vj
)
+ F |v1=1,u=uv1
(4) Lower transitory:
Φ4 =
1
w1 . . . wk−1
(
F − F |wk−1=0
)
+
k−1∑
=1
1
w1 . . . w−1(1− w)
(
F − F |w=1,w−1=w−1w
)
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(5) Closer:
Φ5 = +
1
uv1 . . . vk−1w1 . . . wk−1
(
F − F |vk−1=0 − F |wk−1=0 + F |vk−1=wk−1=0
)
+
1
uv1 . . . vk−1
k−1∑
=1
1
w1 . . . w−1(1− w)
(
F − F |vk−1=0 − F |w=1,w−1=w−1w + F |vk−1=0,w=1,w−1=w−1w
)
+
1
uw1 . . . wk−1
k−1∑
j=1
1
v1 . . . vj−1(1− vj)
(
F − F |wk−1=0 − F |vj=1,vj−1=vj−1vj + F |wk−1=0,vj=1,vj−1=vj−1vj
)
+
1
u
k−1∑
j=1
k−1∑
=1
(
1
v1 . . . vj−1(1 − vj)w1 . . . w−1(1− w)
×
(
F − F |vj=1,vj−1=vj−1vj − F |w=1,w−1=w−1w + F |vj=1,vj−1=vj−1vj ,w=1,w−1=w−1w
))
Note that when F is evaluated at u = 0, namely disregarding diagrams with openers, we obtain a
function of z only. Thus F |u=0 is the generating function for permutations avoiding (k + 1)-nestings. Using
the functional equation, we computed the first few terms for (k + 1)-nonesting permutations as shown in
Table 3.
k + 1 OEIS Initial terms
3 A193938
1, 2, 6, 24, 118, 675, 4333, 30464, 230615, 1856336, 15738672, 139509303, 1285276242,
12248071935, 120255584181, 1212503440774, 12519867688928, 132079067871313
4 A193935
1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5034, 40087, 356942, 3500551, 37343168, 428886219, 5257753614,
68306562647, 934747457369, 13404687958473, 200554264435218, 3118638648191005
5 A193936
1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, 40320, 362856, 3627385, 39864333, 477407104, 6183182389,
86033729930, 1278515941177, 20185987771091
6 A193937
1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, 40320, 362880, 3628800, 39916680, 478991641, 6226516930,
87157924751, 1306945300264
Table 3. Counting sequences for k+1-nonnesting permutations. Terms that coincide with
n! are gray.
5.4. Enumerative data. In 2007, Corteel [14] gave a bijection between weighted bicoloured Motzkin paths
and permutations with k weak exceedences, l crossings and m nestings. Using continued fractions, she
then determined a generating function for such permutations. Note, however, that in [14] permutations are
parameterized by the total number of crossings and nestings (that is, 2-crossings and 2-nestings), instead of
by sets of k arcs mutually crossing or nesting.
We used the gfun package of Maple (version 3.53) to try to fit the counting sequences for k-nonnesting
permutations (with 3 ≤ k ≤ 6) into a differential equation using 80 terms, with no success. Thus, we make
the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.4. The ordinary generating function for k-nonnesting permutations is not D-finite for any
k > 2.
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6. Perspectives
We conclude by mentioning some possible future directions of research extending our work. Among the
conjectures that we have presented, Conjecture 4.5 seems to be the most accessible. A more challenging goal
would be to find some general techniques for solving the functional equations that we encounter.
Our work also opens some new options for addressing Conjecture 1.1. By studying the refinement of
k-noncrossing set partitions by nesting number, an interesting picture of the singularities of the generating
function emerges. This might be useful in showing that it is not D-finite.
Having found functional equations for the generating functions of partitions and permutations avoiding
k-nestings (which are equinumerous to those avoiding k-crossings), a natural extension would be to describe
the distribution of the number of k-crossings and k-nestings on partitions and permutations. More generally,
given i1, i2, . . . , ir, j1, j2, . . . , jr, what is the number of partitions (resp. permutations) of size n with ik k-
crossings and iℓ ℓ-nestings for 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ r? Is this number the same if the words “crossings” and “nestings”
are switched? A reasonable first step towards describing this distribution would be to study the number
of ℓ-nestings (for ℓ < k) in k-nonnesting partitions (resp. permutations). Perhaps probabilistic arguments
could be used to obtain information about the expected number of ℓ-nestings. In a similar direction, it may
be worth investigating whether a notion of future k-crossings can be used to translate the k-noncrossing
condition on open partition diagrams into certain restrictions on some appropriately defined labels, from
where a generating tree for k-noncrossing partitions could be constructed. This might allow one to impose
noncrossing and nonnesting restrictions simultaneously.
Beyond partitions and permutations, our setup is well suited to related combinatorial classes. Arc dia-
grams can be used to express the intramolecular interactions of RNA molecules, where nucleotides (vertices)
can form hydrogen bonds (arcs) which stabilize the structure. In these molecules, it is unlikely for many
mutually crossing hydrogen bonds to be formed. Such configurations correspond to k-crossings. Further-
more, it is highly improbable for closely neighbouring nucleotides to form hydrogen bonds, and it would be
interesting to use our open diagram construction to study k-nestings in a such restricted classes. Similarly,
tangled diagrams are a combinatorial class consisting of arc diagrams in which each vertex may have 0, 1, or
2 incident arcs. These can be used to represent all intramolecular bonds in RNA [12]. Our method of gen-
erating trees for open diagrams can exhaustively generate 3-nonnesting tangled diagrams without inflating
vertices of degree 2 or relying on enumerative results on k-nonnesting matchings.
In addition, there are combinatorial objects which may seem unrelated at first, but which possess a similar
recursive structure that can be exploited for exhaustive generation. This is the case of Skolem sequences,
which have been recently studied in [9] from this perspective. However, a label permitting the translation
of the generating tree into generating function equations is still not known in this case.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the generating tree construction in all the combinatorial classes
described above is a natural starting point for random generation purposes.
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7. Appendix: Maple code
RULE:=proc ( l a b e l ) option remember ; #nops ( l a b e l )=2(k−2)+1
local out , s , ss , i , j , k ;
k:= nops ( l a b e l ) ;
s := l a b e l ; s s := s − [ 1 $k ] ;
out :=
#1. f i x ed point
[ s [ 1 ] , s [ 1 ] , op ( s [ 3 . . k ] ) ] ,
#2. opener
[ s [1 ]+1 , op ( s [ 2 . . k ] ) ] ;
#3. t r a n s i t o r y − top arc
i f s [ k]>0 then
out := out , [ s [ 1 ] , op ( s s [ 2 . . k ] ) ] ;
f i ;
#4. t r a n s i t o r y − other arc s
for j from 1 to k−1 do
for i from s [ j +1] to s [ j ]−1 do
out := out , [ s [ 1 ] , op ( s s [ 2 . . j ] ) , i , op ( s [ j +2. . k ] ) ] ;
od ;
od ;
#5. c l o s e r − top arc
i f s [ k]>0 then
out := out , [ s [1] −1 , op ( s s [ 2 . . k ] ) ] ;
f i ;
#6. c l o s e r − other arc s
for j from 1 to k−1 do
for i from s [ j +1] to s [ j ]−1 do
out := out , [ s [1] −1 , op ( s s [ 2 . . j ] ) , i , op ( s [ j +2. . k ] ) ] ;
od ;
od ;
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return [ out ] ;
end proc :
For example RULE([1,0,0]); yields
[[1, 1, 0], [2, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0]]
t e rmto labe l t o t e rm:= proc ( term , N)
option remember ; local out ;
out :=RULE( [ seq ( degree ( term , x [ i ] ) , i =1. .N) ] ) ;
subs ( seq (x [ i ]=1 , i =1. .N) , term )∗ add (mul ( x [ i ] ˆ out [ j ] [ i ] , i =1. .N) , j =1. . nops ( out ) )
end proc :
n e x t l e v e l :=proc ( l , N) option remember ;
local i , out , L ;
out :=0;
L:= convert ( l , l i s t ) ;
out := add ( t e rmto labe l t o t e rm (L [ i ] , N) , i =1. . nops (L ) ) ;
return out ;
end :
l e v e l :=proc (n , K) option remember ;
i f n=0 then return 1
else return n e x t l e v e l ( l e v e l (n−1, K) , K) ; f i ;
end :
For example,
seq ( subs ( seq ( x [ i ]=0 , i =1 . . 5 ) , l e v e l (n , 2 ) ) , n=0 . . 1 6 ) ;
RULE:=proc ( l a b e l ) option remember ; #nops ( l a b e l )=2(k−2)+1
local out , h , r , s , rr , ss , i , j , i i , j j , k ;
#r i s for top , s i s for bottom
k:= ( nops ( l a b e l )−1)/2+1;
h:= l ab e l [ 1 ] ;
r := l a b e l [ 2 . . k ] ; r r := r − [ 1 $k−1] ;
s := l a b e l [ k+1. . nops ( l a b e l ) ] ; s s := s − [ 1 $k−1] ;
out :=
#1. f i x ed point
[ h , h , op ( r [ 2 . . k−1]) , op ( s ) ] ,
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#2. opener
[ h+1, op ( r ) , op ( s ) ] ;
#3. upper t r a n s i t o r y − top arc
i f r [ k−1]>0 then
out := out , [ h , op ( r r ) , op ( s ) ] ;
f i ;
#4. upper t r a n s i t o r y − other arc s
for i from r [ 1 ] to h−1 do
out := out , [ h , i , op ( r [ 2 . . k−1]) , op ( s ) ] ;
od ;
for j from 2 to k−1 do
for i from r [ j ] to r [ j−1]−1 do
out := out , [ h , op ( r r [ 1 . . j −1]) , i , op ( r [ j +1. .k−1]) , op ( s ) ] ;
od ;
od ;
#5. upper t r a n s i t o r y − top arc
i f s [ k−1]>0 then
out := out , [ h , op ( r ) , op ( s s ) ] ;
f i ;
#6. lower t r a n s i t o r y − other arc s
for i from s [ 1 ] to h−1 do
out := out , [ h , op ( r ) , i , op ( s [ 2 . . k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;
for j from 2 to k−1 do
for i from s [ j ] to s [ j−1]−1 do
out := out , [ h , op ( r ) , op ( s s [ 1 . . j −1]) , i , op ( s [ j +1. . k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;
od ;
#7. c l o s e r − top and bottom arc s
i f r [ k−1]>0 and s [ k−1]>0 then
out := out , [ h−1, op ( r r ) , op ( s s ) ] ;
f i ;
#8 c l o s e r top arc + bottom other s
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i f r [ k−1]>0 then
for i from s [ 1 ] to h−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, op ( r r ) , i , op ( s [ 2 . . k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;
for j from 2 to k−1 do
for i from s [ j ] to s [ j−1]−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, op ( r r ) , op ( s s [ 1 . . j −1]) , i , op ( s [ j +1. . k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;
od ;
f i ;
#9 c l o s e r top other s + bottom arc
i f s [ k−1]>0 then
#j=1
for i from r [ 1 ] to h−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, i , op ( r [ 2 . . k−1]) , op ( s s ) ] ;
od ;
#j=2
for j from 2 to k−1 do
for i from r [ j ] to r [ j−1]−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, op ( r r [ 1 . . j −1]) , i , op ( r [ j +1. .k−1]) , op ( s s ) ] ;
od ;
od ;
f i ;
#10 c l o s e r : o the r s top + bottom
#j=1
for i from s [ 1 ] to h−1 do
#j j=1
for i i from r [ 1 ] to h−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, i i , op ( r [ 2 . . k−1]) ,
i , op ( s [ 2 . . k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;
#j j >1
for j j from 2 to k−1 do
for i i from r [ j j ] to r [ j j −1]−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, op ( r r [ 1 . . j j −1]) , i i , op ( r [ j j +1. .k−1]) ,
i , op ( s [ 2 . . k− 1 ] ) ] ;
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od ;
od ;
od ;
#j>1
for j from 2 to k−1 do
for i from s [ j ] to s [ j−1]−1 do
#j j=1
for i i from r [ 1 ] to h−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, i i , op ( r [ 2 . . k−1]) ,
op ( s s [ 1 . . j −1]) , i , op ( s [ j +1. .k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;
#j j >1
for j j from 2 to k−1 do
for i i from r [ j j ] to r [ j j −1]−1 do
out := out , [ h−1, op ( r r [ 1 . . j j −1]) , i i , op ( r [ j j +1. . k−1]) ,
op ( s s [ 1 . . j −1]) , i , op ( s [ j +1. .k− 1 ] ) ] ;
od ;od ;
od ;od ;
return [ out ] ;
end proc :
t e rmto labe l t o t e rm:= proc ( term , N)
option remember ; local out ;
out :=RULE( [ seq ( degree ( term , x [ i ] ) , i =1. .N) ] ) ;
subs ( seq (x [ i ]=1 , i =1. .N) , term )∗ add (mul ( x [ i ] ˆ out [ j ] [ i ] , i =1. .N) , j =1. . nops ( out ) )
end proc :
n e x t l e v e l :=proc ( l , N) option remember ;
local i , out , L ;
out :=0;
L:= convert ( l , l i s t ) ;
out := add ( t e rmto labe l t o t e rm (L [ i ] , N) , i =1. . nops (L ) ) ;
return out ;
end :
l e v e l :=proc (n , K) option remember ;
i f n=0 then return 1
else return n e x t l e v e l ( l e v e l (n−1, K) ,2∗ (K−1)−1); f i ;
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end :
For example,
k :=5; # choose your d e s i r ed k
seq ( subs ( seq ( x [ i ]=0 , i =1 . . 5 ) , l e v e l (n , k ) ) , n=0 . . 1 6 ) ;
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